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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE EXAMINEES :
1) �������	
����	����	��	��	��	�������	���������	����	�

Candidate must write first his / her Roll No. on the question paper
compulsorily.

2) 
��	��	�������	 !	�
All the questions are compulsory.

3) "����	��	���	#$��	%�	&'�	#$��(�)*+����	��	 �	����	�
Write the answer to each question in the given answer-book only.

4) �,�	����	��	��-�.���	�/01	 !2	#�	
��	���	#$��	3��	
��	 �	�����
For questions having more than one part, the answers to those parts are to
be written together in continuity.

5) ��	��	���	� -%�	�	��&�4,�	5��-��	��	���
�	����	��6	�)�71	/	�-��	/ �����8���
	 ����	��	� -%�
��9�	���	��	����	 �	
 �	�����
If there is any error/difference/contradiction in Hindi & English versions
of the question paper, the question of Hindi version should be treated
valid.
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6) i) � 	��	��	%��	�/01��	��	���;�	 <	(	�	��<�	=�
ii) �/01	>�?	
��	@1����	���	��3	�������	 <�
iii) �/01	>=?	���	%��	��&	 !2	"����	��&	��	
��	��	 !�	�������	����	���
�	3��	��&	���	
��	
��

����	����	 �	�����	 <�
i) This question paper contains two Sections - A and B.
ii) Section 'A' is compulsory for all candidates.
iii) Section 'B' has two portions. Every portion has a set of seven questions.

Candidate can attempt only a set of seven questions of any one portion.
7) �/01 ��	
�A�� ����	"����	��

� 1-8 1
9-14 2

15-21 4
22-23 6

= 24-25 1
26-27 2
28-29 4

30 6
����

24-25 1
26-27 2
28-29 4

30 6
Section Q. Nos. Marks per question
A 1-8 1

9-14 2
15-21 4
22-23 6

B 24-25 1
26-27 2
28-29 4

30 6
OR

24-25 1
26-27 2
28-29 4

30 6
8) ��	
�A��	22	B�/01(�C	���	30 	B�/01(=C	��	��-�.���	����D�	 !�

There are internal choices in Q. No. 22 (Section-A) and Q. No. 30 (Section-B).
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SECTION - A

1) AE���	��6	���%	���F	���
	��)���	G�	=�H71�	,���	 <I [1]

In which ratio the cash amount of goodwill is divided?

2) #
	���F	���	��G	�����	�,
���	�)&���	�����	��	�E�	
�J�%��	K�G�	��6	
L��$�E��	G��	� +
�	�M	�����
 <� [1]

Write the name of that amount which is paid by new partner to get share in Firms
Assets.

3) ����'�	%��	
G+E����	���	��G	�����	,��	
�J�%��	���	K�G�	
�	�����F	����	��	#"�N	 ����	 <� [1]

Write name of any two problems arising at the retirement of a partner from the
firm.

4) �
O��	����	��6	�P���	������ [1]

Write the nature of Realisation Account.

5) �F�	���	���	������ [1]

Write the meaning of the share.

6) 
G��*�����	���O��	���	Q��	G�	��&��G�	R�S	����	��	TE�,	UE��	� �	�%E�	,���	 <I [1]

Why does not interest pay on issue of Debenture as Collateral security?

7) �2=	��<�	
	���	�E�	��)���	3 : 3 : 2	 <�	�	��<�	=	���	"E�&	���	��)���	
1 1

:
8 8

	 <�	�	��<�	=	���

�)����	��)���	V��	������ [1]

New Ratio of A, B and C is 3 : 3 : 2. Sacrifice Ratio of 'A' and 'B' is 
1 1

:
8 8

. Calculate

the Old Ratio of A and B.

[Turn Over
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8) ���G	��	����	1,000 
G��	��F���	��	4 Q�	��	��F	�G	�	�*-�G	G��&	��6	���F	4 G� 	�O��	=�71�
��6	���F	���	
��	W)���	%��	��L���	��6	�)+�����	G�	TE�,	��6	
��S�	A ���	��)
��	���X7	������1[1]

Neelam paid first and finals call's amount of ��4 per share along with allotment 4
months earlier on her 1000 equity shares. Pass entry of interest in the books of a
Company as per table 'A'.

9) 3��	
�J�%���	K�G�	G�	�	��<�	=	
�J�%��	 <�	�	K�G�	
�	4,000 Q�Y	��	G� 	����	����	 <�	�9�	���	�-�
G��	V��	 Z��	���	�O��	�9�	��6	����	��6	���F	�	���	W��O	����	���	+���	��	=	���	W��O	����	G��	,G�	��6
&E��	
G�E��,�	���X7	������1 [2]

A and B are partners in a partnership firm. A gets Rs. 4000 per month as salary
from the firm. It is found that the amount of salary of entire year is credited in B's
current account instead of A's Current account at the end of the year.

Pass Adjustment entry.

10) 3��	K�G�	���	��<
�	���	80,000 Q�Y	 <�	'
G�	10,000 Q�Y	���	�
�G�-E	���	F��G�	 <�	[E�
�E
G�	����E���,�	�O,\	5,00,000 Q�Y	 <�	���	��6	
�G�-E	%�	10%	 <�	��8���	���	W��	&)S�	���	=��=�
AE���	��6	&S��	������ [2]

A firm's average profit are Rs. 80,000. It includes an abnormal profit of Rs. 10,000.
Capital invested in the business is Rs. 5,00,000 and the normal rate of return is
10%. Calculate goodwill at four times of the super profit.

11) K��E%�	���	��)���	�	"E�&	���	��)���	G�	����'�	2 �-��	������ [2]

Write any two distinction between Gaining ratio and Sacrificing ratio.

12) ����'�	W��	�.�*+���E�:	����E�	�,����	����S	-E�E��E	3��	K�G�	���	
G���	���	��%�F	%�	
����	 <�[2]

Write any four circumstances in which the court can give an order to dissolve a
firm.

13) ��F��	���	>��,�	Q��	
�	��&�G�?	���	���	����E�� [2]

Write the meaning of private placement of shares.
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14) '-]�,	���G71�01	��	100 Q�Y	����	2,000-9%	R�S	����	���	
GGODE	��	��&�G�	���E�	�,����	F��8�
4%	�G�EG	��	���E�	,���	 <�	'-]�,	���G71�01	��6	�)+�����	G�	����E��	���X7E�:	��6�,E��1 [2]

Indraj limited issued 2000-9% debenture at the rate of Rs. 100 each at par which
would be redeemed at 4% premium. Pass necessary entries in the books of the
Indraj Limited.

15) 
�J�%���	
����	���	����	G�	��&O	 ����	����	����'�	W��	��8��	����E�� [4]

Write any four provisions applicable in the absence of partnership agreement.

16) G�� �	��<�	
�� �	3��	K�G�	G�	
�J�%��	 <�	31 G�W�	2016 ����	#����	�O�,�	����	�4�GF�	1,50,000 Q�
3��	1,60,000 Q�Y	���	F�9	��71	�����	 !�	�9�	���	���	1,00,000 Q�Y	=�:71�	,�	WO���	 <�	�*-�G	����
=����	
GE	��L�	G%��	���	^E��	� �	���	&E�(

1. 
�J�%��	�O�,�	��	10%	���9���	TE�,	�M	�����	���	��8�����	 <�

2. �9�	���	%�<���	G�� �	��<�	
�� �	��	�4�GF�	20,000 Q�Y	3��	15,000 Q�Y	���	�� �S	���E��
�� �S	��	8%	���9���	%�	
�	6 G� 	���	TE�,	�&���	���

�O�	
)8��	���	��3	W��O	�9�	���	�-�	G��	����E��	,���	���X7E�H	��6�,E��1 [4]

Mohan and Sohan are partners in a firm. As on 31st March 2016 their capital
Accounts / Balance showed Rs. 1,50,000 and Rs. 1,60,000 respectively. Profit of
the year Rs. 1,00,000 have been distributed. The following items have been left out
while preparing the final account.

1. The partners are entitled for interest on capital at the rate 10% per annum.

2. During the year Mohan and Sohan withdraw Rs. 20,000 and � 15,000
respectively. Interest on Drawings was also to be charged at the rate 8% per
annum for six months.

Pass necessary Journal entries for rectification of error at the end of the current
year.

 [Turn Over
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17) ��L�	
OW�����	
�	+G�S���	�O�G�ODE�����	����	�<E��	��6�,E�� [4]

1. �%��F	��<�	G���,	3 : 2 ���	��)���	G��	���	 ���	=�H71��	 Z3	
�J�%��	 <�

2. #- ����	G �F	����	
1

5
 ��&	���	��3	
�J�%��	=��E��	E 	� +
�	�%��F	
�	�M	����&��

3. ���	���	GODE	10,000 Q�Y	
�	=_`1�E�2	K���W�	���	GODE	5,000 Q�Y	
�	��G	���E�	0O1=�	R�S
��E���,�	2,000 Q�Y	
�	a71�E��

From the following informations prepare Memorandum Revaluation Account :

1. Dinesh and Manoj are partners sharing profits and losses in 3 : 2 ratio.

2. They entered Mahesh as partner for 
1

5
 share he will get his share from Dinesh.

3. The value of Building increased by Rs. 10,000. Furniture value decreased by
� 5,000. Provision for doubtful debts decreased by � 2,000.

18) ��L�	��	
���M	�71b��SE�H	����E�� [4]

i) ��*L���	
���,����	��&�G��
ii) ��G�W���	+71�H��	����D�	E��,���
Write short notes on the following :

i) Initial Public offer.

ii) Employee stock option scheme.

19) 10 Q�Y	����	400 ��F	�,�	��	8 Q�Y	��	��F	G��&�	&E�	��2��<�	6 Q�Y	��	��F	%�	�%E�	&E�2	���
 �S	���E��	'�G�	
�	300 �OS�%$�	��F	���	Q��	G��	7 Q�Y	��	�)��	��&��G�	���	�%3	&E��
��L���	��6	�)+�����	G��	,���	���X7E�H	��6�,E��1 [4]

400 shares of ��10 per share on which ��8 per share has been called up and ��6
per share has been paid up are forfeited. Out of shares, 300 shares are reissued for
��7 as fully paid up.

Give journal entries in the books of a Company.
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20) �����F	���G71�01	��L���	��		1 ���	2012 ����	100 Q�Y	����	10,000-12% R�S	��		
GGODE	��
��&��G�	���E�	�,����	F��8�	4 �9�	=�%	6%	�G�EG	��	���E�	,�E�&��	W��	�9�	���	R�S	��	���
��&�G�	��	 ���	����	=������ [4]
On 1st April 2012 Rakesh Limited company issued 12% 10,000 Debentures of Rs.
100 each at par redeemable at a premium of 6% at the end of four years.
Prepare Loss on issue of Debentures Account for Four years.

21) ��L�	
OW�����	
�	K�G�	���	
G���	��	��O,�	����	3��	�����01	����	=��'E��� [4]
i) ���F���	���	�O�,�	����	20,000 Q�Y	,G�
ii) G�� �	���	�O�,�	����	10,000 Q�Y	��G
iii) �
O��	����	��6	 ���	8,000	Q�Y
iv) ���F���	
�	R�S	5,000 Q�Y
v) ���F���	��	6,000 Q�Y	G�	K�G�	��6	3��	
L��$�	���%�
vi) �����01	F�9	1,000 Q�Y
From the following details prepare partners Capitals Account and Cash Account
at the time of dissolution of firm.
i) Kishors Capital Account � 20,000 Credit.
ii) Mohan's Capital Account � 10,000 Debit.
iii) Loss on Realisation ��8,000.
iv) Loan from Kishore ��5,000.
v) Kishore purchased an Asset of ��6,000 from the firm.
vi) Cash Balance Rs. 1,000.

22) 3U
2	��'�	��<�	,�_01	2 : 1 : 1 ���	��)���	G�	���	 ���	=�:71��	 Z3	
�J�%��	 !�	31 G�W�	2016 ����	K�G�
���	�Wc1�	��L�	����	��	�

Q�Y Q�Y
�O�,�	����

3U
 30,000 ��� 40,000
��'� 20,000 +71��� 30,000
,�_01 15,000 %��%�� 35,000


�G�-E	
�WE 12,000 =!��	F�9 5,000

���%�� 33,000

1,10,000 1,10,000

 [Turn Over
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1 ,)��'�	2016 ����	,�_01	K�G�	
�	�����F	&4 S	�����	 <�	#
	�%�	��L�	��S�E	��E�	&E��
1. +71���	���	�O�G)�DE�����	25,000 Q�Y	��	3��	���	���	�O�GO�DE�����	50,000  Q�Y	��	���E�	,�E��

%��%����	��	1,000 Q�Y	���	
��%d8	R�S��	���	��3	��E��,�	=��E�	,�E��

2. K�G�	��6	AE���	24,000  Q�Y	��	GODE������	��6	,���	��<�	#
G�	,�_01	���	� +
�	����	3U
	��<�	��'�
���	�O�,�	�����	G�	
G�E���,�	��6	,�E��

3. 3U
	��<�	��'�	���XE	G��	���	 ���	����	=��=�(=��=�	=��71��	���	���WE	�����	 !�

4. 3U
	��<�	��'�	�E�	K�G�	��6	�)��	�O�,�	����	���%	G�	
G�E���,�	���	���	 ���	��)���	G�	���&���

5. ,�_01	���	W��O	�9�	���	���	���	� +
�	2,000 Q�Y	 <�

�O��O�D������	����	3��	
�J�%����	���	��O,�	����	=��'E��	E 	G����	 Z3	���	��6�,E�	��6	K�G�	���
��
	Z ���	�)&���	�����	���	��3	�E��M	8�	� �	 !� [6]

����

�2	=	��<�	
	�����	����	2:1:1 G�	=��71��	 Z3	3��	
�J�%���	G�	���	
G���	���	�%�	#����	�Wc1�	��	��L�
*+���	=��'�	�

� �

���%�� 40,000 ��� 50,000

�	
�	R�S 48,000 +71��� 40,000


�WE	����9 12,000 %��%�� 32,000

�O�,� (��E�,� 2,000 30,000

� 50,000 GF���� 35,000

= 20,000 K���W� 25,000


 20,000 =!��	G��	�����01 10,000

1,90,000 1,90,000

1. GF����	����	20,000 Q�Y	G��	=�W�	&E�2	K���W�	���	�)+���	GODE	
�	20%	��G	�G���

2. ���	
�	1,00,000 Q�Y	3��	+71���	
�	35,000 Q�Y	�G���

3. 0O1=�	R�S	5,000 Q�Y	 Z3�

4. �
O��	[EE	3,000 Q�Y	�	��	�%E�	���	���%����	���	�)&���	5% @O171	��	
	��	���	�%E��

5. K�G�	���	��Q�e	���	�O���	���	10,000 Q�	���	3��	%���	��	'
���	��	�)&���	�����	�_01��

�
O��	����	3��	�O�,�	����	�<E��	��6�,E�� [6]
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X, Y and Z are partners sharing profits and losses ratio 2 : 1 : 1. The Balance
sheet of the firm as at 31st March 2016 was as under :

� �
Capitals

X 30,000 Building 40,000
Y 20,000 Stock 30,000
Z 15,000 Debtors 35,000

General Reserve 12,000 Bank Balance 5,000
Creditors 33,000

1,10,000 1,10,000
On 1st July 2016 'Z' takes retirement from the firm. On that date following decesions
were taken.
1. Stock revalued at � 25,000 and building revalued at � 50,000. Made a provision

for doubtful debts on Debtors for � 1,000.
2. Firm's goodwill valued at ��24,000, Z's share to be adjusted through X's and

Y's Capitals Account.
3. X and Y decided to divide Profit & Loss equally in future.
4. X and Y will put new firms total capital in Profit & Loss ratio after adjusting in

Cash.
5. Share of Z in current year's profit is ��2,000.
Prepare Revaluation Account and Partners Capital Account by assuming that firm
has no sufficient fund to discharge Z's liability.

OR
A, B and C were in partnership sharing profits in the ratio of 2 : 1 : 1. Their Balance
sheet showed the following position on the date of dissolution.

� �
Creditors 40,000 Building 50,000
A's loan 48,000 Stock 40,000
Reserve Fund 12,000 Debtors 32,000
Capital –Provisions 2,000 30,000

A 50,000 Machinery 35,000
B 20,000 Furniture 25,000
C 20,000 Cash at Bank 10,000

1,90,000 1,90,000

[Turn Over
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1) Machinery was sold for � 20,000 and Furniture at 20% less than the book
value.

2) Building realised ��1,00,000 and stock realised ��35,000.
3) Bad debts amounted to ��5,000.
4) Realisation expenses of ��3,000 paid by 'A' creditors were paid at a discount

of 5% by C.
5) There was a claim of ��10,000 for damages against the firm. It had to be paid.

Prepare Realisation and Capitals Account.

23) 3��	��L���	 ��	50,000 ��F	10 Q�Y	����	
G	GODE	��	 ��&��G�	 ���3	�)&���	 '
	����	  ����
��	�

����%�	��	2 Q�Y	=�71�	��	4 Q�Y	F�9	���F	�G	3��	�*-�G	G��&	��	70,000 ��F���	���	��3	����%�
�M	 Z3�	E 	��S�E	��E�	&E�	���	�

��C 10,000 ��F��	���	����%����	����	����'�	=�71�	�	���E�	,�3�

�C G�� �	����	20,000 ��F��	���	����71�	���E�	,�3	�,
��	'���	 �	��F���	���	��3	����%�	���E�	���

&C F�9	��F���	���	��=�71�	���)������	��8��	��	���E�	,�E��

G�� �	��	����71�	3��	G��&	���F	���	�)&���	� �	���E��	
�� �	,��	�&�	'&'	
�	
�=��8�	��	�,
�	3,000
��F	�����71�	���3	&E�	��	��	����71�	���	
��(�*-�G	E�W��		���	�)&���	��	���	�%E�	����E��	,���
���X7E�H	��6�,E��1 [6]

A company issued 50,000 equity share of � 10 each at par payable as under.

On application ��2, on allotment ��4, and remaining on first & final call. Applications
were received for 70,000 shares. It was decided that :

a) Refuse allotment to the applicants for 10,000 shares.

b) Allot 20,000 shares to Mohan who applied for similar number and

c) Allot the remaining shares on pro-rata basis.

Mohan failed to pay the allotment and calls money and Sohan who belonged to
"C" category and was alloted 3,000 shares paid the final calls with allotment,
Record necessary Journal entries.
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SECTION - B

�/01	=	���	%��	��&	 <2	"����	��&	���	
�� ��	 <	�����������	����	���
�	3��	��&	���	
��	����	����
 �	�����	 <�

Section B has two portions. Every portion has a set of seven questions candidate
can attempt only one set of seven questions of any one portion.

24) ��$�	
L=-8�	��4�E����	
�	�����01	�� 	���	%��	#%� �S	%��,E�� [1]

Give two examples of cash flow from Financing Activities.

25) �����01	�� 	��=	#"�N	 ����	 <� [1]

When does a Cash Flow arise?

26) 
G��	������	���	��G	����S	���	UE�	���	 <I [2]

What is the meaning of Common size Income statement?

27) ��L�	
)W�����	
�	����E��&��	
�	�����01	�� 	V��	��6�,E�	�

1 ���	2015	����	����E��&��	���	F�9	1,50,000	Q�Y

31 G�W�	2016	����	����E��&��	���	F�9	80,000	Q�Y

W��O	�9�	���	%�<���	25,000 Q�Y	���	����E��&	���%�	���	�)�@1	����E��&	20%  ���	��	=�W�� [2]

Find out Cash flow from Investment from the following informations :

Investments as on 1st April 2015 � 1,50,000.

Investments as on 31st March 2016 ��80,000.

During the year purchased investment costing ��25,000 and sold some investments
at a loss of 20%.
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28) ��L�	����S	
�	����E��&	
L=-8�	��4�E����	
�	�����01	�� 2	V��	������
���	���%�	6,00,000 Q�Y	����E��&	���%�	3,00,000 Q�Y	GF��	�4�E	2,00,000 Q�Y	���	���4�E
4,00,000 Q�Y	GF��	���4�E	2,00,000	Q�Y	��7�1-71	���4�E	3,00,000 Q�Y	����E��&��	��	�M	TE�,	60,000
Q�Y	�����F	�M	20,000 Q�Y [4]
Calculate Cash Flow from Investing Activities by using following details :
Building purchased �� 6,00,000; Investment purchased �� 3,00,000; Machine
purchased ��2,00,000; Building sold ��4,00,000; Machine sold ��2,00,000; Patent
sold ��3,00,000; Interest Received on Investment ��60,000; Dividend Received
��20,000.

29) ��L�	����S��	��6	
 �E��	
�	�)���"G��	��E	����S	�<E��	������ [4]
31 G�W� 2015           31 G�W� 2016

                                                  �� ������������������������������������
���4�E 10,00,000 12,00,000
=�W�	&E�	G��	��6	��&� ���4�E	���	60% ���4�E	���	75%
�"E�	[EE 
���	���	���	10% 
���	���	���	5%
��E	���                     ��E���	
�	�O��	F)e	���	���  40%

With the help of the following details prepare comparative income statement :
31st March 2015 31st March 2016

� �
Sales 10,00,000 12,00,000
Cost of Goods sold 60% of sales 75% of sales
Indirect Exps. 10% of Gross Profit 5% of Gross profit
Rate of Income Tax                                 40% of Net Profit before Tax

30) 31 G�W�	2016 ����	
G�M	�9�	���	[E����	3��	���	 ���	����	���	#
�	����	���	�Wc1�	��L�	����	 <	�
� �

��*L���	� ��E� 40,000 ���4�E 4,00,000
�4�E 2,00,000 ��-�G	� ��E� 20,000
"E�	[EE 30,000

���	��� 1,50,000

4,20,000 4,20,000
���� 35,000 
���	��� 1,50,000
K���W�	���4�E	��6	 ��� 5,000
F)e	��� 1,10,000

1,50,000 1,50,000



��

��������������� � �

�Wc1�

� �


G��	��F	�O�,� 3,00,000 ��� 4,00,000

���	 ���	���� 1,10,000 � ��E� 20,000

���%�� 1,50,000 %��%�� 1,00,000

�%$�	���� 50,000 �����01	=!��	G�� 90,000

6,10,000 6,10,000

#����U�	
�

i) W��O	��)��� ii) +71�H��	�����	��)���

iii) 
���	���	��)��� iv) F)e	���	��)���

v) �.�W���	��)��� vi) +���G"�	��)���	V��	�����

[6]

����

��L�	����S	
�	 31	G�W� 2016 ���	�Wc1�	=��'E��

�

10,000 
G��	��F	"E��� 100 10,00,000


G�-E	
�WE 2,00,000

10%	R�S	�� 6,00,000

���%�� 1,00,000

+�����	�����F 2,00,000

���	 ���	����	��G 40,000

��� 11,60,000


������	=�/01 4,00,000

+71�H�� 4,80,000

R�S	��	��&�G�	��	@O171 20,000

[6]
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Trading and Profit and Loss account for the year ended 31st March 2016 and
Balance Sheet on same date is given below : [6]

� �
To Opening stock 40,000 By Sales 4,00,000
To Purchases 2,00,000 By Closing stock 20,000
To Direct expenses 30,000
To Gross Profit 1,50,000

4,20,000 4,20,000
To Salary 35,000 By Gross Profit 1,50,000
To Loss on sale of furniture 5,000
To Net Profit 1,10,000

1,50,000 1,50,000
Balance Sheet

� �
Equity share capital 3,00,000 Building 4,00,000
Profit & Loss account 1,10,000 Stock 20,000
Creditors 1,50,000 Debtors 1,00,000
Outstanding salary 50,000 Cash at Bank 90,000

6,10,000 6,10,000
Calculate from the above :
i) Current Ratio. ii) Stock Turnover Ratio.
iii) Gross Profit Ratio. iv) Net Profit Ratio.
v) Operating Ratio. vi) Proprietary Ratio.

OR
Prepare Balance sheet as on 31st March 2016 from the following details :

�
10,000 equity shares of Rs. 100 each 10,00,000
General Reserve 2,00,000
10% Debenture 6,00,000
Creditors 1,00,000
Proposed dividend 2,00,000
Building 11,60,000
Profit & Loss Account DR 40,000
Government Bonds 4,00,000
Stock 4,80,000
Discount on issue of debenture 20,000

����/OR
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SECTION - B

24) SQL ���	�O��	��G	UE�	 <I [1]

What is full form of SQL?

25) ��LbEO71��'f01	��������	�e��	��6	3��	��F�9��	=��'�3� [1]

State one feature of Computerized Accounting System.

26) ��LbEO71��'f01	��������	�e��	��6	����'�	%��	
�G�3�	=��'�3� [2]

Give any two limitations of Computerized Accounting System.

27) ��������	G��	��LbEO71�	��6	�O�G���	����	
GJ�'�3� [2]

Discuss the role of computer in Accounting.

28) 01�71�=�
	+��6G	���	#�E��&	����	
GJ�'�3� [4]

Explain the purpose of data base scheme.

29) 01�71�=�
	G<��,G�-71	�
+71G	����	
GJ���	 Z32	'
��6	#�E���&��	=��'�3� [4]

Explain data base management system along with its utility.

30) ��L������	functions ���	���E�	=��'�3� [6]

Explain the use of following functions :

a) SUM

b) Min. Max.

����
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